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The Wedding Mishap

Russian 402 & U of M Slavic Department

The Wedding Mishap
Adapted from the short story “Wedding” by Mikhail Zoshchenko
Directed by Nina Shkolnik

Note from the Director

Three days before our story begins, a young man spies an attractive woman on the bus. Instantly taken by her, he
proposes and they agree to marry. Now, on the day of the wedding, our fiancee arrives to the bride’s house with a
problem. It is the middle of winter, and he only knows what his bride-to-be looks like when she is bundled up head
to toe in winter clothing! To find his bride, our hapless hero must contend with costume changes, a drunk
father-in-law (to be), and a critical case of mistaken identity.
We now invite you to the home of the bride, where the first guests are just arriving....

Dramatis Personae

One important detail for our production is that many of the roles are shared. Clothing and accessories are
important for establishing the identities of our characters and in one case is an important plot point!)
Groom (properly dressed up with a coat and tie) - Cavin Park, Clay Dibble, Jon Poser
Friend of the Groom - Junghoon Kang
Bride - Aliya Brown
Father of the Bride (never far from his hat, bowtie and bottle of vodka) - Jon Poser, Alex Craver
Mother of the Bride - Anna Heim
Friend of the Bride - Alexandria Bodfish
Guests - Alexandria Bodfish, Alex Craver, Clay Dibble, Cavin Park, Jon Poser

About the Author

Mikhail Zoshchenko was born in 1895, in the Ukrainian town of Poltava, but spent most of his life in St.
Petersburg. His Ukrainian father was a mosaicist responsible for the exterior decoration of the Suvorov Military
Museum in St. Petersburg. The future writer attended the Faculty of Law at the St. Petersburg University, and
joined the army before World War I. He attained some popularity in the 1920s, but lived and died in poverty after
he denounced the Zhdanov decree of 1946.
Zoshchenko wrote in a simplified, deadpan style which simultaneously made him accessible to ‘the people’ and
mocked the official requirements to be ‘accessible’. As he reflects, “I write very compactly. My sentences are short.
Accessible to the poor. Maybe that’s the reason I have so many readers.” Volkov compares this style to the
nakedness of the Russian holy fool (yurodivy). This style was much admired by the composer Dmitri Shostakovich,
who adopted it as part of his own artistic persona.

Special thanks to...

Nina Shkolnik for her patience and guidance. She makes an excellent director and an even better teacher.
The principal illustration for the flyer and program comes from Swedish artist Gösta Åberg’s poster for ‘We Have
Our Moments’ (Universal, 1937)

